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Respiratory motion causes artifacts in cone-beam !CB" CT images acquired on slow rotating scan-
ners integrated with linear accelerators. Respiration-correlated CBCT has been proposed to correct
for the respiratory motion but only a subset of the CB projections is used to reconstruct each frame
of the 4D CBCT image and, therefore, adequate image quality requires long acquisition times. In
this article, the authors develop an on-the-fly solution to estimate and compensate for the respira-
tory motion in the reconstruction of a 3D CBCT image from all the CB projections. An a priori
motion model of the patient respiratory cycle is estimated from the 4D planning CT. During the
acquisition, the model is correlated with the respiration using a respiratory signal extracted from the
CB projections. The estimated motion is next compensated for in an optimized reconstruction
algorithm. The motion compensated for is forced to be null on average over the acquisition time to
ensure that the compensation results in a CBCT image which describes the mean position of each
organ, even if the a priori motion model is inaccurate. Results were assessed on simulated, phan-
tom, and patient data. In all experiments, blur was visually reduced by motion-compensated CBCT.
Simulations showed robustness to inaccuracies of the motion model observed on patient data such
as amplitude variations, phase shifts, and setup errors, thus proving the efficiency of the compen-
sation using an a priori motion model. Noise and view-aliasing artifacts were lower on motion-
compensated CBCT images with 1 min scan than on respiration-correlated CBCT images with
4 min scan. Finally, on-the-fly motion estimation and motion-compensated reconstruction were
within the acquisition time of the CB projections and the CBCT image available a few seconds after
the end of the acquisition. In conclusion, the authors developed and implemented a method for
correcting the respiratory motion during the treatment fractions which can replace respiration-
correlated CBCT for improving image quality while decreasing acquisition time. © 2009 Ameri-
can Association of Physicists in Medicine. #DOI: 10.1118/1.3115691$
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, cone-beam !CB" computed tomography !CT" scan-
ners have been integrated with linear accelerators to acquire
three dimensional !3D" CBCT images of the patients for im-
age guidance of radiotherapy.1 These 3D CBCT images al-
low to correct for the target misalignment and adapt the treat-
ment plan.2 However, respiratory motion causes artifacts in
CBCT images of the thoracic and upper abdominal region,
such as blur and streaks, which are known to reduce the
accuracy of derived information.3

A first solution to account for the respiratory motion is
respiration-correlated CBCT.4–7 It consists of sorting the CB
projections depending on their position in the respiratory
cycle assessed with a respiratory signal. Each subset of CB
projections is then used to reconstruct a 3D CBCT image !or
frame" representing one phase of the respiratory cycle, thus
obtaining a 4D CBCT image of the respiratory cycle. A 4D
CBCT approach has been successfully implemented in our
institution for guidance of lung cancer radiotherapy.8 How-
ever, the insufficient angular sampling of the CB projections
per respiratory phase causes view-aliasing artifacts character-

ized by high-frequency streaks. These artifacts can be re-
duced by slowing down the gantry7 or doing multiple
rotations6 but it substantially lengthens the fraction duration.
Moreover, acquisition times that are clinically acceptable do
not offer adequate image quality for guidance of upper ab-
dominal lesions.

An alternative solution is motion-compensated CBCT.9

The method is two step: first, it estimates the patient motion
during the CB acquisition and second, it uses the estimated
motion in the reconstruction algorithm. Thus, a 3D CBCT
image at a reference position is reconstructed from all the CB
projections. It has been shown on simulated data that this
method can correct for the respiratory motion without view-
aliasing artifacts.9 Nevertheless, estimating the motion on
real CB projections is still a challenge. Several solutions
have been proposed10,11 but their computational cost added to
the cost of the reconstruction algorithm has prevented the
clinical use of motion-compensated CBCT.

In this paper, we develop an on-the-fly solution for
motion-compensated CBCT, i.e. motion estimation and its
compensation in the reconstruction during the acquisition of
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the CB projections. Motion estimation uses an a priori
model of the patient motion over a respiratory cycle esti-
mated from the 4D CT image acquired on a conventional CT
scanner for treatment planning. During the acquisition, the
model is correlated with the respiration using a respiratory
signal extracted from the CB projections. The estimated mo-
tion is next compensated for in an optimized reconstruction
algorithm. Speed, robustness, and image quality were evalu-
ated on simulated data and on real data of a mechanical
phantom. Proof of the concept was demonstrated on two pa-
tients, a lung cancer patient and a liver cancer patient.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. CT scanners

II.A.1. Planning CT

Planning CT images were acquired on a helical CT scan-
ner !24-slice Somatom Sensation Open, Siemens, Forch-
heim, Germany" synchronized with the respiration using a
thermometer at the entry of a nasobuccal oxygen mask !see
Ref. 12 for more details on the protocol". 4D CT images
were reconstructed with F=10 frames equally distributed in
time and a 1!1!3 mm3 voxel resolution.

II.A.2. Cone-beam CT

Cone-beam projections were acquired on a linear accel-
erator with kV imaging capability !Synergy, Elekta Oncol-
ogy Systems, Crawley, UK". The source-to-isocenter dis-
tance was 100 cm and the source-to-panel distance was
154 cm. The flat panel provided 41!41 cm2 projections
stored at 512!512 pixel resolution, acquired at a 5.5 fps
frequency using 120 kVp. A short scan !200°" was used with
two different speed, 200°/min !fast" and 50°/min !slow". The
other acquisition parameters are summarized in Table I.
Three CBCT images were reconstructed for each sequence of
CB projections: non-corrected, respiration-correlated, and
motion-compensated. The resolution of reconstructed CBCT
images was 256!256!256 voxels of 1!1!1 mm3. Only
the end-exhale frame of the respiration-correlated 4D CBCT
image was evaluated in the following.

II.B. A priori motion model of the respiratory cycle

A model of the patient motion over the respiratory cycle
was estimated a priori from the 4D planning CT. A phase-
based optical flow method13 adapted for thoracic CT
images14 was used to estimate the 3D deformation vector
fields !DVFs" from the end-exhale frame to the other frames
of the 4D CT following the procedure described in Ref. 14.
We thus obtained a 4D DVF which represents the piecewise
linear motion " over the respiratory cycle of each voxel of
the 4D planning CT image #Fig. 1!a"$:

": R3 ! #0;F" → R3,

!x,p" → "!x,p" = "p!x" , !1"

where x is the 3D vector of the spatial coordinates and p is a
continuous variable representing the so-called phase of the
respiratory cycle with integer values of p corresponding to
the pth frame of the 4D planning CT. Linear interpolation
was used to interpolate the four dimensions of the 4D DVF.

The robustness of the method to inaccuracies of the a
priori model due to artifacts of the 4D planning CT !Ref. 15"
or misregistration16 was not specifically investigated in this
study as they can be regarded as non-reproducibility of the a
priori model. An evaluation of the registration accuracy can
be found in Ref. 14. The effect of non-reproducibility of the

TABLE I. Characteristics of the data sets used in this work.

Study Gantry speed Number of CB projections X-ray tube parameters

Simulation without motion Slow 1300
–Simulation with motion Slow

Phantom without motion Fast 387 16 mA/40 ms
Phantom with motion Slow 1353 16 mA/20 ms

Fast 375 16 mA/40 ms

Lung patient Slow 1392 16 mA/40 ms
Fast 361 16 mA/40 ms

Liver patient Slow 1320 32 mA/40 ms
Fast 221 32 mA/40 ms
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FIG. 1. 2D illustration of the trajectory of one voxel over the ten frames of
the 4D planning CT image with !a" the fifth frame as a reference and !b" the
mean position as a reference.
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motion model on the final result was evaluated in this study
using simulations !Sec. II E 1".

In our method, the reference space of the 4D DVF, which
is schematically represented by the tail of the vectors, deter-
mines which position in the respiratory cycle is recon-
structed. Keeping the 4D DVF as estimated would recon-
struct the end-exhale position #Fig. 1!a"$. Any other position
can be reconstructed so we chose the temporal mean position
#Fig. 1!b"$ which is the targeted position.12 The 4D DVF
respects then the following property:

%
p=0

F−1

"p!x" = x, ! x ! R3. !2"

II.C. On-the-fly motion estimation

An efficient estimation of the patient’s respiratory motion
during the acquisition of the CB projections was developed
based on the patient’s motion model of the respiratory cycle
!Sec. II B". We assumed that the motion over all the respira-
tory cycles during the acquisition of the CB projections is
identical to the motion " described by the 4D planning CT
of the patient. Two observations support this assumption.
First, a previous study showed that the mean tumor trajectory
measured from 4D CBCT images reconstructed from slow
scans was highly stable from fraction to fraction in a large
set of patients.17 Second, the physiologic motion of the res-
piratory muscles is fairly simple18 which ensures smoothness
of the respiratory motion in the thoracic and upper abdomi-
nal region except at the pleural boundary.19 Smoothness lim-
its inaccuracies induced by small interfraction tissue shifts
both for global setup errors and local baseline shifts. Base-
line shifts are variations of the time-averaged tumor position
relative to the bony anatomy which have shown to be sub-
stantially larger than tumor trajectory changes.17

Based on this assumption, only the 4D position !x , p" in
the motion model #Eq. !1"$ remains to be computed for each
voxel of the reconstructed volume at each acquisition time of
a CB projection. The spatial position x in the 4D planning
CT of each voxel of the CBCT image was obtained using the
rigid transformation between the planning CT and the CBCT
scanners, as defined during the treatment planning. The setup
error was therefore ignored for on-the-fly motion estimation.
The effect of the latter simplification was evaluated using
simulations !Sec. II E 1".

The respiratory phase p at each acquisition time of a CB
projection was computed from the respiratory signal ex-
tracted from the CB projections as previously implemented
for on-the-fly respiration-correlated CBCT.8 Each 2D CB
projection is processed with a derivative filter in the cranio-
caudal direction to enhance the diaphragm and projected on
the cranio-caudal axis in a 1D image. The concatenation of
these 1D images for a few CB projections !#1 respiratory
cycle" gives a 2D image called the “Amsterdam shroud”
from which the respiratory signal is extracted with a linear
correlation of adjacent columns.20 The phase of the respira-
tion was then computed by fitting a line for each respiratory

cycle on the phase of the Hilbert transform of the respiratory
signal. The phase is therefore defined in this study as linear
in time per respiratory cycle, as proposed in Refs. 21 and 22.

Planning CT and CBCT acquisitions were correlated with
the respiration using different respiratory signals and a map-
ping between the two signals was required. As the respira-
tory signal of the CBCT acquisition focus on the cranio-
caudal motion of anatomical structures, the corresponding
signal value s!p" of each frame of the planning CT was set as
the average in the cranio-caudal direction of the correspond-
ing frame of the 4D DVF:

s!p" = ucc · &
R3

"p!x"dx , !3"

where · denotes the scalar product and ucc denotes the uni-
tary vector of the cranio-caudal axis. The phase of s!p" was
then computed as for the respiratory signal extracted from
the CB projections, thus obtaining a linear mapping between
the phase p of the motion model " and the phase computed
from the respiratory signal extracted from the CB projec-
tions. Linearity of both the phase of the on-the-fly respiratory
signal and its mapping with the phase p of the motion model
guarantees that each frame of the 4D DVF is equally used
over the duration of the CB acquisition to compensate for the
respiratory motion. Combined with the mean position prop-
erty #Eq. !2", Fig. 1!b"$, it forces the estimated motion to be
null on average over the acquisition time for each voxel of
the reconstructed CBCT image.

The latter property is meant to prevent an inaccurate esti-
mate of an organ position due to a change of its motion
amplitude during the CB acquisition compared to the a priori
model. Indeed, a different amplitude would lead to some
residual blur around the organ. In such a case, the registra-
tion of the organ to a reference image would most likely lead
to centering the organ on this blurred area. However, if the
reconstructed reference position is one of the respiratory
phases, the true position of the organ is not the center of the
blurred area. For example, if a tumor is reconstructed at end
exhale using the a priori motion described in Fig. 1!a" but
the real motion amplitude is constant and bigger !or smaller",
the motion will be undercompensated !or respectively, over-
compensated" and the blurred tumor will be below !or re-
spectively, above" its true position. On the contrary, the true
position of the organ is the center of the blurred area if the
reconstructed reference position is the temporal mean posi-
tion #Fig. 1!b"$, which is the case only when the motion
compensated for is null on average over the acquisition time.

II.D. On-the-fly motion-compensated reconstruction

The reconstruction algorithm is similar to that proposed
by Li et al.,9 i.e. motion compensation based on the local
application of the Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress !FDK"
algorithm.23 The only difference with the FDK algorithm is
that the backprojection is no longer performed along the
straight acquisition lines corresponding to X-rays but along
the curved lines corresponding to the acquisition lines
warped from the acquisition position to the mean position
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with the estimated motion !Fig. 2". Therefore, the prepro-
cessing of the 2D CB projections was kept identical to the
one of our static implementation, including correction of the
ghosting effect,24 scatter correction,25 Parker weighting,26

lateral padding of the data for correction of lateral
truncation,27 and Fourier ramp filtering with windowing of
high frequencies.

CT reconstruction is a computationally demanding opera-
tion which has to be optimized to be achieved on the fly, i.e.
within the acquisition time. Most of the computational time
is spent during backprojection which has been optimized in
our static implementation28 as described in more detail in
Ref. 29. In brief, the optimization uses a two-step implemen-
tation of the backprojection. First, the projection is up-
sampled using a bilinear interpolation !along with an align-
ment of the detector to the normal of the source trajectory
but they are already aligned here" and it is next back-
projected using a voxel-driven algorithm with a nearest
neighbor interpolation. The latter step takes advantage of the
detector alignment to order the nested loops so that the in-
nermost loop has a minimal computational cost !see Fig. 2 in
Ref. 29". As a consequence, the innermost loop runs along
the cranio-caudal voxel segments of the CBCT image #Fig.
3!a"$.

The optimization of the innermost loop relies on the pres-
ervation of the straightness with the !back"projection. As the
straightness is not preserved with warped backprojections
!Fig. 2", we propose to split the full-length cranio-caudal
segments in l-voxel pieces #Fig. 3!b"$, where l is a user pa-
rameter, and to assume that the respiratory motion preserves
the straightness of these segment pieces #Fig. 3!c"$. Splitting
the cranio-caudal segments allows us to run an innermost
loop along each segment piece which is nearly as optimized
as in the static case.

Even so, initializing the optimized innermost loop for
each segment piece has a significant computational cost as its
two extremities have to be successively displaced according
to the respiratory motion and projected according to the
x-ray transform. To reduce this cost, the number of segments
was minimized by merging n consecutive l-voxel segment
pieces if their distance with a single !n! l"-voxel segment
was smaller than a user defined threshold. The chosen dis-
tance was the square root of the quadratic mean over the

respiratory cycle of the distance between the extremities of
each segment piece #Fig. 3!c"$ and their corresponding posi-
tion obtained by linear interpolation after merging #Fig.
3!d"$. Let us denote #x2j−1 ,x2j$, j! '1, . . . ,n(, a set of n con-
secutive segment pieces which belonged to the same cranio-
caudal segment before splitting. Each segment #x2j−1 ,x2j$ is l
voxel long. Formally, the set of segments was merged to one
segment #x1 ,x2n$ if the following criterion was respected:

)1
F %

p=0

F−1 *"p!xk" − +"p!x1" +
k

2n
!"p!x2n" − "p!x1"",*2

$ m ,

!k ! '2, . . . ,2n − 1( , !4"

where - · - is the L2 norm and m!R+ the user defined thresh-
old.

The resulting algorithm to compute the warped back-
projections can be separated into two parts. Before the CB
acquisition, the segments of the reference position are initial-
ized, which includes their selection #Eq. !4"$ and warping of
their coordinates with each phase of the motion model "p,
!p! '0, . . . ,F−1( #Fig. 3!d"$. During the acquisition, the
coordinates of the segments are computed for each CB pro-
jection by linear interpolation depending on the phase value
p of the signal, and the optimized loop is run over the inter-

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Coronal slice of !a" one straight backprojection and !b" one warped
backprojection. !c" Corresponding slice of the planning CT image. The
drawn square corresponds to the region displayed in Fig. 3. The vertical
discontinuity in !b" corresponds to the limit of the 4D DVF which is only
estimated in a bounding box encompassing the patient body.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. 2D illustration of the voxel segments over which the optimized
innermost loop of each backprojection operates. The points represent the
center of the voxels. They are interconnected by a line if they belong to the
same voxel segment. The background image is the region of interest drawn
in Fig. 2!c". !a" Straight backprojection: the full length cranio-caudal seg-
ments are used. !b" Warped backprojection: l=8-voxel cranio-caudal seg-
ments are used. !c" Corresponding voxel segments after applying "0 !mo-
tion from the reference to end inhale". !d" Same as in !c" with the merged
voxel segments obtained using Eq. !4" with m=0.5 mm.
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polated segments. The latter process was multithreaded by
assigning to each thread an equal number of segments to
process.

II.E. Experiments

II.E.1. Simulation study

One of the main difficulties of the evaluation is that no
gold standard is available for patient data. Consequently, we
evaluated first the proposed method using a set of CB pro-
jections simulated from the reference CT image and the mo-
tion model of the lung patient !Sec. II E 3". The reference CT
image was warped to different positions with the motion
model to simulate a regular respiration with a 4 s period.
Digitally reconstructed radiographies !DRRs" were then
computed around the warped CT images using Joseph
interpolation.30 For comparison, the same simulation was
computed without motion, i.e. without warping the reference
CT image. The resulting data sets !Table I" allowed us to
evaluate the following:

• Image quality and reconstruction speed depending on
the user parameters l and m.

• Image quality depending on the accuracy of the motion
estimation. Motion-compensated CT images were re-
constructed with an altered 4D motion model "! to
simulate:

– phase shifts with "p!="p+%p where %p! #0;F",

– global amplitude variations of the trajectories of
the voxel with "p!!x"=a ·"p!x"+ !1−a" ·x where
a!R+ is the amplitude variation compared to the
true motion, 0% meaning no motion and 100%
meaning the exact motion used for the simulation,

– patient setup errors with "p!="p !TR where TR is a
rigid transformation simulating a setup error !trans-
lations and rotations".

The results were related to the distributions of the varia-
tions of the motion model observed on two different patient
data sets. The first data set contained repeat 3D CBCT im-
ages of 19 patients and was used to measure setup errors.31

The second data set contained repeat 4D CBCT images of 56
patients and was used to measure amplitude variations and
phase shifts.17 The amplitude of each 4D CBCT was mea-
sured as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the tumor in the pre-
dominant direction of the motion. The amplitude variation
was defined as the ratio between the amplitude of each 4D
CBCT image with the mean amplitude over the 4D CBCT
images of the same patient. The phase of each 4D CBCT was
measured from the tumor motion in the predominant direc-
tion relatively to the frame number which is determined by
the extracted signal that focuses on the diaphragm. The phase
shift was defined as the difference between the phase of each
4D CBCT and the mean phase over the 4D CBCT images of
the same patient.

Image quality of reconstructed CBCT images was quanti-
tatively assessed with the root mean square !RMS" of the
difference between the reference and the reconstructed CT

images in the 1283 mm3 region of interest !ROI" around the
isocenter !Fig. 5". The image quality is expressed in Houn-
sfield unit !HU".

Backprojection speed was measured on a Pentium dual-
core 3.20 GHz CPU. Two threads were used for the back-
projection. Backprojection speed is expressed in gigaupdate
per second !GUPS" !the reconstruction of a CT image with
2563 voxels from 256 CB projections requires four gigaup-
dates".

II.E.2. Phantom study

A sliced anthropomorphic static phantom of the thorax
designed from a patient CT image for a previous study32 was
used in combination with a moving spherical phantom.7 The
slices of the phantom superior to the diaphragm were used.
The cork representing the right lung was removed and the
moving ball inserted in place. The diameter of the ball was 5
cm, the period of the motion cycle was 2.4 s, and the excur-
sion of the ball was 8, 23, and 15 mm in the left-right !LR",
superior-inferior !SI", and anterior-posterior !AP", respec-
tively. A radio-opaque marker was placed at the center of the
ball. Three sets of CB projections were acquired, one with
the ball stationary !reference image" and two with the ball
moving !Table I".

For easier visual comparison, respiratory-correlated and
motion-compensated CBCT images were rigidly registered
on the reference image. The correlation ratio assessed in a
ROI encompassing the ball was used as a similarity measure.
The registration result of the motion-compensated CBCT im-
age was used for the non-corrected CBCT image.

Image quality was quantitatively assessed after registra-
tion using the signal-to-noise ratio !SNR":

SNR !dB" = 20 log10
RMS!signal"
RMS!noise"

,

where RMS is the root mean square of voxel intensities in
the ROI, the signal is the reference image, and the noise is
the voxel-to-voxel difference between the reference and the
reconstructed images.

II.E.3. Patient study

Two patients with substantial respiratory motion were se-
lected from our database to demonstrate the feasibility of the
method. The first patient had a non-small cell lung cancer in
the lower lobe of the right lung with a hole in the middle of
the gross tumor volume !GTV". The second patient had a
liver cancer with implanted radio-opaque markers around the
GTV !same marker as the one used in the phantom study".
The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the tumor motion measured
on the 4D planning CT were 1.3 and 1.1 cm for the lung
patient and the liver patient, respectively. The two patients
were scanned with variable gantry rotation speeds. A fast and
a slow acquisition obtained during the same treatment frac-
tion were selected for each patient !Table I".
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The reference CT image used to evaluate the method was
the mean position 3D CT image !MidP", computed from the
4D planning CT image !PI" by averaging the frames after
warping them with the estimated motion ":

MidP!x" =
1
F %

p=0

F−1

PI!&p!x"", ! x ! R3. !5"

Using the average instead of a particular frame allowed us to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio and to blur out residual mo-
tion artifacts.14 Although the MidP relies on the motion esti-
mation, we have shown that the MidP represents better the
anatomy of the patient than a particular frame of the 4D
planning CT.14

Reconstructed CBCT images were spatially registered on
the MidP following the procedure used for the phantom
study. The ROI was the GTV for the lung patient and the
liver for the liver patient, both expanded with a 5 mm mar-
gin. HUs of the CBCT images have not been calibrated on
the CBCT scanner. Therefore, only relative comparison of
CT numbers between MidP and CBCT images is possible.
Absolute comparison of CT numbers between CBCT images
of the same sequence is valid as the preprocessing of the CB
projections was similar.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Simulation study

Figure 4 depicts the influence of the two user parameters
l and m on the reconstruction speed and on the image quality.
l is the initial length of each piece of the cranio-caudal seg-
ments of the CT images #Figs. 3!b" and 3!c"$. The back-

projection speed regularly increases with l with a limited
effect on the image quality. However, long segment pieces
might cause the loss of details in regions where the deforma-
tion cannot be spatially approximated by a piecewise linear
motion, such as the thoracic walls, so we chose a small
length l=8 mm in the following experiments. m is the
threshold in Eq. !4" below which consecutive segment pieces
are merged #Fig. 3!d"$. Most of the speed improvement is
obtained for small values of m because segment pieces are
merged in the static parts of the image. The effect on image
quality is very limited for m$2 mm so we chose
m=1 mm in the rest of the study. With these values for the
user parameters !l=8 mm and m=1 mm", the warped back-
projection is 1.7 times slower than straight backprojection
and the RMS of the error with the original image is 4.8 HU.
In comparison, no approximation !l=2 mm and m=0 mm"
is 21 times slower and 4.7 HU.

Figure 5 illustrates these observations visually. In the first
column, the CT image obtained in the static case !reference"
shows the artifacts caused by the truncation of the CB pro-
jections and by the shortness of the CB acquisitions !only
200° gantry rotation". The effect seems more limited in the
chosen ROI in which the results were quantitatively as-
sessed. In the second column, the respiratory motion implies
artifacts around the thoracic walls when the motion is not
corrected. In the third and fourth columns, most of the mo-
tion artifacts are eliminated when motion-compensated
CBCT is used but some slight streaks remain, mainly due to
the heuristic nature of the motion compensation in the recon-
struction algorithm.33 No difference is observed between the
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FIG. 6. Influence of various types of motion estimation errors on the image quality !left axis" superimposed on the corresponding histograms of the errors
observed on patient CBCT images !right axis". Vertical dashed lines represent the 5th and the 95th percentiles. Horizontal dashed lines represent the RMS of
the reconstruction error when there is no motion and when the motion is not corrected !Fig. 5".

No motion No correction
Motion-compensated

(l = 0 mm, m = 0 mm)

Motion-compensated

(l = 8 mm, m = 1 mm)

FIG. 5. First line: coronal slices of CBCT images reconstructed from the two simulated sequences of CB projections. Gray level window: #'500,1500$.
Second line: difference with the corresponding slice of the reference CT image. Gray level window: #'100,100$. The white rectangle delimits the ROI which
was quantitatively analyzed !Figs. 4 and 6".
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exact but slow warped backprojection !l=0 mm and m
=0 mm" and our approximate but faster implementation !l
=8 mm and m=1 mm".

Figure 6 shows plots of the effect on image quality of
various types of errors in the motion estimation, superim-
posed on histograms of the distribution of the corresponding
errors observed on patient data. The most sensitive type of
error is the phase shift. Indeed, a phase shift would drive the
method to compensate for the motion in a wrong direction
and, in this case, would significantly degrade the image qual-
ity for a phase shift exceeding one frame. Amplitude varia-
tions and setup errors could also alter the image quality but
small variations around the ideal value have a limited effect
on image quality. If the a priori model represents the average
cycle, the effect on image quality would be limited for 90%
of the population for all error types !population between the

vertical lines". Note that most of the outliers in the distribu-
tions of the amplitude errors are due to measurement impre-
cisions when the tumor motion is very small.

III.B. Phantom study

Figure 7 provides profiles and sagittal slices of the images
reconstructed from the CB acquisitions of the mechanical
phantom. The non-corrected CBCT images present clear mo-
tion artifacts: the outer contour of the ball is significantly
smoothed and the hole in the middle of the ball is blurred
out. Respiration-correlated CBCT corrects these artifacts at
the cost of statistical noise and streak artifacts due to view
aliasing both in the stationary and moving parts of the phan-
tom. The streaks are less pronounced on slow acquisition
than on fast acquisition, thanks to the improvement of the

Slow Acquisition

FIG. 7. Left: profiles of the CBCT images reconstructed from the slow and fast CB acquisitions of the moving mechanical phantom. Right: zooms on the
coronal slices of the CT images with the white lines corresponding to the profile locations. Gray level window: #'500,1500$.
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angular sampling of the CB projections per respiratory
phase. Finally, motion-compensated CBCT corrects for the
respiratory motion with reduced noise and streak artifacts.

Figure 8 depicts the marker shape at the center of the ball.
The maximum intensity projection !MIP" of 20 axial slices
around the marker position was used to make sure that the
marker was sampled and not in an adjacent slice due to reg-
istration errors. The motion makes the marker invisible in the

non-corrected CBCT images. It is distinguishable on the
respiration-correlated CBCT images but with noise and
streaks in the background. Finally, it is visible on motion-
compensated CBCT images with a background noise compa-
rable to the reference CBCT image !stationary phantom".

Table II gives the SNR values of the reconstructed CBCT
images in the ROI and quantitatively confirms the visual
observation !Figs. 7 and 8". Low values of non-corrected
CBCT images indicate that the motion impacts the expected
signal given by the reference image !stationary phantom".
Motion correction with respiration-correlated CBCT clearly
improves the SNR but a 2.2 dB difference is observed be-
tween slow and fast acquisitions. The SNR is further im-
proved with motion-compensated CBCT using both acquisi-
tion protocols which indicates that image quality is improved
while motion correction is maintained.

III.C. Patient study

Figure 9 shows slices of the MidP and CBCT images of
the lung patient after registration. Zooms and profiles of
these slices are provided in Fig. 10. The blur induced by the
respiratory motion is visible on the non-corrected CBCT im-
ages around the tumor and the diaphragm. Like for the phan-
tom results, both respiration-correlated CBCT and motion-
compensated CBCT correct for the respiratory induced blur,
thus displaying a tumor shape which is closer to the MidP
but with less contrast for motion-compensated CBCT im-

TABLE II. SNR of the reconstructed CBCT images of the phantom study.
The reference CBCT image !stationary phantom" was used as reference.

Non-corrected
Respiration-
correlated

Motion-
compensated

Slow acquisition !dB" 7.9 18.5 21.4
Fast acquisition !dB" 7.9 16.3 21.2
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FIG. 8. Surface plot around the marker position of the MIP of 20 axial slices
of the CBCT images reconstructed from the three data sets acquired on the
mechanical phantom.
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FIG. 9. Coronal slices of the reference CT image and CBCT images reconstructed from the two data sets acquired on the lung patient. The white lines delimit
the GTV and the black lines the zooms in Fig. 10. Gray level window: #'500;1500$.
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ages. Nevertheless, respiration-correlated CBCT images suf-
fer from noise and streak artifacts characterized by wavelets
along the profiles, which is not the case with motion-
compensated CBCT images !Fig. 10".

Figure 11 shows slices of the reference CT and CBCT
images of the liver patient with two different gray level win-
dows, one for lung visualization and the other for abdominal
soft-tissue visualization. The respiratory motion blurs the
markers and the bronchial tree in non-corrected CBCT im-
ages. These two effects are corrected by respiration-
correlated and motion-compensated CBCT but with more
pronounced streaks and noise for respiration-correlated
CBCT which can hinder the extraction of information in
soft-tissue regions. Figure 12 provides surface plots in the
rectangle outlined in Fig. 11 which allow to compare the
level of background noise. The noise is, in particular, inferior

on the motion-compensated CBCT image of the fast acqui-
sition than on the respiration-correlated CBCT image of the
slow acquisition.

Table III provides the acquisition time and the reconstruc-
tion time of each sequence of patient CB projections. Non-
corrected CBCT reconstruction is around three times faster
than the acquisition. Respiration-correlated CBCT recon-
struction is around 10% slower than non-corrected CBCT
reconstruction due to the overhead implied by the estimation
of the respiratory signal. Motion-compensated CBCT recon-
struction is around two times slower due to warped back-
projections but always within the acquisition time. Note that
the computational cost of warped backprojections is not con-
stant because it depends on the number of segments used for
the warped backprojection !Fig. 3". The number of segments

Slow Acquisition

FIG. 10. Left: profiles of the reference CT and CBCT images reconstructed from the slow and fast CB acquisitions of the lung patient. Right: zooms on the
coronal slices of the CT images in the regions delimited in Fig. 9 with the white lines corresponding to the profile locations. Gray level window: #'500,1500$.
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is determined by the criterion #Eq. !4"$ which merges seg-
ments according to the smoothness of the motion model in
the cranio-caudal direction.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we developed an on-the-fly motion-
compensated CBCT solution, i.e. estimation and compensa-
tion of the respiratory motion in the CBCT reconstruction
during the acquisition of the CB projections. Adequate com-

putational efficiency has been obtained by optimizing both
the estimation of the respiratory motion and the motion-
compensated CBCT reconstruction algorithm.

On-the-fly estimation of the respiratory motion was based
on an a priori model of the patient motion along the respi-
ratory cycle. We assumed that the respiratory motion of each
patient is reproducible interfractionally and that it is accu-
rately described by the 4D DVF estimated from the 4D plan-
ning CT. Inaccuracies of the 4D DVF due to artifacts of the
4D planning CT !Ref. 15" or misregistration16 were not spe-
cifically evaluated here because the difference between the
motion described by the 4D DVF and the actual motion of
the patient can always be regarded as a non-reproducibility
issue.

The assumption of reproducibility relied on previous
studies17,34 which showed that the respiratory cycle is
roughly reproducible, as described by the distribution of the
variations of the respiratory cycle observed on interfraction
CBCT images !Fig. 6". However, the reproducibility is never
perfect so we evaluated the robustness of the method to in-
accuracies of the motion estimate. We demonstrated using
simulated data that variations of the respiratory cycle affect
the image quality proportionally to the motion estimation
error !Fig. 6". Consequently, most of the motion is compen-
sated for 90% of the population if the a priori model repre-
sents the average respiratory cycle. The deviation of the a
priori model from the mean respiratory cycle will be inves-
tigated in future work. Phase shift between the a priori mo-
tion model and the actual motion is the most sensitive type of
motion error. To minimize phase shifts, we evaluated the
phase of each frame of the 4D planning CT using the a priori
motion model #Eq. !3"$ and we used an estimate of the res-
piratory phase of each CB projection based on the respiratory
signal extracted from the CB projections. Thus, we process
the respiratory phase from the motion of internal structures
and exclude phase shifts that could be introduced with the
use of an external device.35,36 Amplitude variations of the
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FIG. 12. Surface plot of the MIP of coronal slices in the regions delimited in
Fig. 11.
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FIG. 11. Coronal slices of the reference CT image and CBCT images reconstructed from the two data sets acquired on the liver patient. The white lines delimit
the GTV and the black lines the plot of Fig. 12. Gray level windows: #'500;1500$ for the thorax and #600;1300$ for the abdomen.
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respiratory motion are less sensitive because the motion is
still corrected in the right direction even if not to the exact
extent. Finally, setup errors are very insensitive because the
motion is spatially smooth in the lungs which implies that
using the motion of a neighboring voxel instead of the actual
motion of the voxel has a limited impact. The same is true
for baseline shifts which have locally the same effect as
setup errors. Nevertheless, the motion is not smooth every-
where, e.g. along the thoracic walls due to the so-called slid-
ing effect,19 and great care should be observed for these ana-
tomical sites. If a large setup error is estimated from the
CBCT image after reconstruction based on bony anatomy31

and such an anatomical site of interest, the motion-
compensated CBCT image can be reconstructed again with
the setup error corrected in the spatial positioning of the
motion model.

The reconstruction algorithm was based on the FDK al-
gorithm as proposed by Li et al.9 The respiratory motion was
compensated for by warping each backprojection depending
on the respiratory motion !Fig. 2". The method is heuristic
and the local correction is not perfect even if the motion
estimation is perfect:33 respiration-induced blur is removed
but streaks are not corrected in static parts and might be
emphasized in moving parts !Fig. 5". The remaining artifacts
can explain that small changes of the motion model are not
captured by our evaluation metric !Fig. 6". To our knowl-
edge, only iterative reconstruction has shown better compen-
sation for such motion33 but such algorithms are not appli-
cable for on-the-fly reconstruction.

Backprojection is the most time-consuming step of FDK
algorithm. In non-corrected CBCT, the key points of the op-
timization are the use of the preservation of the straightness
with the x-ray projection transform to minimize the compu-
tational operations and the reordering in memory of image
data to optimize the cache memory flow.29,37 Warping the
backprojection potentially eliminates these two optimiza-
tions. However, we proposed to split the warped CT image in
piecewise linear segments based on two user parameters l
and m which respectively represent the minimal length of the
segment pieces and a threshold for merging them based on
the actual motion of the respiratory cycle !Fig. 3". Although
not as efficient as the inner loop of the non-corrected case, an
optimized loop can then be used along each segment, which
minimizes the computational loss compared to non-corrected
CBCT. The effect on image quality of the underlying ap-
proximations is negligible !Figs. 4 and 5". Moreover,

memory cache flow is not significantly affected because the
voxels of the CBCT image are still covered in their sequen-
tial order in memory and because the respiratory motion is
mostly cranio-caudal, which is also the direction of the se-
quential order in memory of the pixels of the CB projections.
Currently, the backprojection speed is limited by a different
factor depending on the method: warped backprojection is
mostly limited by computation cost, contrarily to straight
backprojection which is mostly limited by cache memory
flow. As a consequence, the speed gap between straight and
warped backprojection might increase or decrease depending
on future hardware evolutions.

The image quality of motion-compensated CBCT images
was compared to non-corrected and respiration-correlated
CBCT images on slow and fast acquisitions of a mechanical
phantom !Figs. 7 and 8", a lung patient !Figs. 9 and 10", and
a liver patient !Figs. 11 and 12". Non-corrected CBCT im-
ages contain artifacts caused by the motion, mainly smooth-
ing of tissue boundaries, which are clearly visible when com-
pared to the reference CT image. Respiration-correlated
CBCT corrects for the motion but the use of a subset of the
CB projections to reconstruct a phase of the respiratory cycle
implies streak artifacts !Figs. 9 and 11" caused by view
aliasing.6,7 Improving image quality of respiration-correlated
CBCT requires a better angular sampling of the CB projec-
tions per respiratory phase which was obtained in our current
acquisition protocol by slowing down the rotation speed of
the gantry from 200°/min to 50°/min. Even so, soft-tissue
visualization is still challenging in the upper abdomen !Fig.
11". Finally, motion-compensated CBCT corrects for the res-
piratory motion without view-aliasing artifacts because all
the CB projections are used for the reconstruction of a single
3D CBCT image. Tissue boundaries are recovered !Figs. 7
and 10" and fine structures such as markers are visible even
with a fast acquisition !Figs. 8 and 12". Background noise of
the motion-compensated CBCT images reconstructed from
the fast acquisition is inferior or equal to the one of the
respiration-correlated CBCT images reconstructed from the
slow acquisition !Figs. 8, 10, and 12". The contrast-to-noise
ratio is then acceptable for extraction of soft-tissue informa-
tion in the upper abdomen.

The design of the method was driven by clinical needs.
Although respiration-correlated CBCT has been successfully
implemented clinically in our hospital, adequate image qual-
ity required an acquisition time of 4 min instead of 1 min for
static CBCT, which lengthens the fraction duration !and in-

TABLE III. Acquisition and reconstruction times of each CBCT reconstruction method for the phantom and patient data.

Study Gantry speed Acquisition time !s"

Reconstruction time !s"

Non-corrected Respiration-correlated !all ten frames" Motion-compensated

Lung patient Slow 254 90 99 199
Fast 66 24 25 61

Liver patient Slow 241 78 88 151
Fast 40 13 15 39
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creases the patient dose if the x-ray tube parameters are not
modified". On the contrary, our results indicate that motion-
compensated CBCT does not require a modification of the
acquisition protocol compared to static CBCT. Improvement
of image quality should also allow better visualization of
smaller and/or less contrasted tumors, for example, medias-
tinal targets. Besides, the method was designed to keep an
essential feature of respiration-correlated CBCT for adaptive
radiation therapy !ART":2 the anatomical changes of the pa-
tient between the planning CT and the CBCT acquisitions are
still visible as only a cyclic motion is compensated for dur-
ing reconstruction !Sec. II C". Moreover, the reconstruction
process ends within a few seconds after the end of the acqui-
sition !Table III" which is required to adapt the treatment
during the treatment fractions !online ART".

One of the common concerns for clinical application of
methods using non-rigid registration is the accuracy of the
motion estimation and the consequences of inaccuracies. We
addressed this issue by forcing the estimated motion to be
null on average over the CB acquisition !Sec. II C". If the
motion is not accurately estimated, the fact that it is null on
average implies only residual blur around the mean position
over the CB acquisition and prevents apparent but inaccurate
shifts. The same is not true for methods which warp an a
priori CT image using the estimated motion.38–40 Irregularity
of the respiratory motion during the CB acquisition will also
imply residual blur as is the case with respiration-correlated
CBCT.7 Note that using the end-exhale frame in our evalua-
tion probably minimized the impact of irregularities on the
respiration-correlated CBCT images because it is generally
the most reproducible phase of the respiratory cycle.7 Fi-
nally, refinement of the estimated motion is possible using
more advanced methods11,41,42 but a first study on 26 CBCT
images of three patients has shown promising results43 and
refinement does not seem required for the clinical application
of the method.

V. CONCLUSION

We developed a method to estimate the respiratory motion
and compensate for it in the reconstruction during the CB
acquisition. Results obtained from simulation, phantom, and
patient data sets show that the method corrects most of the
motion artifacts even without modification of the acquisition
protocol used for static CBCT. Moreover, it is fast enough to
allow on-the-fly reconstruction within the acquisition time.
The method is therefore a solution for correcting the respi-
ratory motion which could advantageously replace
respiration-correlated CBCT. It will be implemented clini-
cally in our hospital after validation on a larger set of pa-
tients.
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